EINFACHER DREHER -- Austria (Tyrol)

(Couple dance)

Translation: Simple Dreher (Pivot).

Record: Tanz: SP 23 054, EP 58 614.

Formation: Single circle of couples.

Starting Position: Woman facing center and man facing out so that left shoulders are adjacent; man's left hand holds woman's right behind her back, his right hand holds her left in front of his chest.

Music: 2/4

Meas.

1-2 M releasing his R hand and putting it behind his back, W turn CW 1-1/2 around in place with walking steps under raised joined hands (M's L, W's R) while M walk CCW in a semi-circle around W to face ctr.

3-4 Repeat pattern of meas. 1-2 reversing roles: W releasing her R hand and putting it behind her back, M turn CW 1-1/2 around in place while W walk CCW, etc., to finish in original formation and starting pos.

References: Horak v. 2 p. 24.
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